O
VER the past decade, administrative data have come to play a major role in research on perioperative care. Beyond providing a basis for studies focusing on the organization and delivery of care for patients undergoing surgery and anesthesia, insurance claims and other administrative records have been used to examine fundamental questions of clinical epidemiology and comparative effectiveness research. Yet, despite the growing number of investigators who seek clinical and policy insights from administrative data, efforts to validate such data for identifying specific diagnoses remain relatively uncommon although important examples do exist within 1 and outside of 2,3 the perioperative setting. In this issue of AnEsthEsIologY, McIsaac et al. 4 offer quantitative insights that can help readers and investigators make better sense of the opportunities and challenges involved in using administrative data for perioperative research.
McIsaac et al. examine the validity of administrative data for obstructive sleep apnea (osA). osA is a widespread public health problem that may increase the risk of adverse events after surgery, 5, 6 and to date, research using administrative data has played a major role in highlighting it as an important issue for perioperative medicine. [7] [8] [9] Using a large clinical database from one major Canadian teaching hospital, McIsaac et al. identified 4,965 surgical patients who underwent a major surgical procedure between 2003 and 2012 and who also had undergone a polysomnogram at that same hospital before surgery. The authors linked these clinical data to national and provincial health administrative databases that included claims for inpatient, emergency department, and day-surgery care, as well as for physician services and durable medical equipment. They obtained a successful linkage for 4,353 patients, or 88% of their original cohort, and found 56% of linked patients to have a confirmed diagnosis of osA based on polysomnogram results or documentation by a sleep medicine physician.
The authors used this linked dataset to study the accuracy of a range of case-ascertainment algorithms for obstructive osA; these algorithms used codes from the 9th and 10th revisions of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD), including ICD codes that have been previously used to identify patients with sleep apnea in administrative data, as well as claims for polysomnography or positive airway pressure devices. several of the algorithms that the authors assessed demonstrated high specificity (i.e., a high proportion of people who truly lacked osA who were correctly identified by the algorithm); however, most of the methods assessed, and particularly those that relied exclusively on ICD codes, showed low sensitivity when tested against a standard of a diagnostic polysomnogram or documentation of osA by a sleep medicine physician (i.e., a low proportion of people who truly had osA who were correctly identified by the algorithm). Extrapolating their findings to a general surgical population, the authors estimate that only 40% of patients identified as having osA based on an ICD-9 or ICD-10 diagnosis code in their administrative database could be expected to actually have the condition, whereas 10% of patients without such a code could still be expected to have osA.
The study by McIsaac et al. has limitations of its own. Their use of data from Canada potentially limits the relevance of their work to studies that use administrative data sources from the United states because coding practices could potentially differ across countries due to variations in the organization and reimbursement of care. Its single-center design may also limit generalizability because coding practices may vary from institution to institution. Although they present findings for a range of ascertainment algorithms, these algorithms overlap incompletely with methods used in recent large database studies focusing on outcomes for surgical patients with and without osA, thus limiting direct comparisons.
Yet this work offers important lessons for consumers of perioperative database research as well as for investigators-myself included-who use ICD codes to identify patients with specific health conditions. Essentially all empirical studies-regardless of the source of the data used-suffer from some degree of misclassification; in the present context, the low sensitivity of administrative claims for osA creates the possibility that patients who actually have osA might be incorrectly classified by common administrative data algorithms as lacking the disease. As McIsaac et al. note, such misclassification is often cited as being likely to bias study results toward the null hypothesis or a finding of no effect. In a study aiming to compare outcomes among patients with and without osA, the failure to identify osA in subjects who actually have the disease might make the two comparison groups appear more similar due to the presence in both groups of patients who actually have osA. such misclassification would work to diminish the differences in outcomes between groups that would be attributed to the presence or absence of osA. study results affected by such bias might be argued to be "conservative" because the true differences between groups would be expected to be larger than those that such a study would find.
such an argument assumes that misclassification occurs independently of other important factors (i.e., is "nondifferential"). Yet if other factors that might impact outcomes also influence an individual's likelihood of being classified as having the condition under study, such "differential" misclassification can also work to bias study findings away from the null hypothesis, potentially yielding spuriously large results. 10 The work by McIsaac et al. suggests that the misclassification of osA in administrative data may indeed be related to other important factors; administrative diagnosis codes were more likely to correctly identify osA in patients who also had other major perioperative risk factors, such as heart disease and diabetes, and who moderate or severe versus mild osA. such considerations create the potential that studies relying on administrative data to identify patients with osA could potentially overstate the overall impact of this condition on postoperative outcomes if those patients classified in the study as having osA tended to be sicker or to have more severe disease than patients with osA overall.
to their credit, authors of studies that have used administrative data to examine the impact of osA on postoperative outcomes have been frank about the limitations of such data sources for health research. 9, 11 Rather than invalidating these past studies, the work by McIsaac et al. provides an opportunity to add nuance to their interpretation. In particular, it offers new quantitative data that can help readers and researchers to better gauge the potential extent and nature of misclassification of osA within administrative data. Future investigators might draw lessons from this work, as well as other investigations 12, 13 that have shown substantial variability in the coding of common diagnoses over time, as to what insights (regarding osA or other conditions) might or might not be obtainable from administrative data sources. This investigation also offers useful information that can help practitioners and researcher more correctly interpret the results of past studies by newly quantifying and explicating limitations of administrative data sources in this context that have been suspected and debated, yet not fully described. Most importantly, this work offers a strong example of the importance of well-done validation studies in perioperative database research, not only for guiding the types of questions that we choose to investigate through the lens of retrospective data but also for making better sense of what insights such investigations might be able to convey.
